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“HONORARY CITIZENSHIP” OF VAL DI FIEMME FOR FRENZEL
THE GERMAN DOMINATES THE INDIVIDUAL GUNDERSEN 

Today the first Nordic combined World Cup individual Gundersen in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Eric Frenzel wins followed by Rydzek and Moan after a prodigious recovery


Eric Frenzel loves Val di Fiemme and Val di Fiemme loves Eric Frenzel. 
The German continues as the dominator of this Nordic combined World Cup season with a powerful performance and crosses the finish line alone with his finger pointed to the sky, showing that he is still (and always) the number one. Second place for his teammate Johannes Rydzek, while expert Magnus Moan returns to the podium after an incredible recovery. 
The arrival of snow coincided with the start of the three-day Nordic combined World Cup event in Val di Fiemme (Trentino region, Italy) with athletes competing in two individual Gundersen and one Team Sprint. The first individual Gundersen took place today, with ski jumping at the stadium of Predazzo in the morning and cross-country skiing at the cross country arena of Lago di Tesero in the afternoon. 
The HS 134 hill saw the positive performance of Japanese Go Yamamoto (118), who luckily recovered well from yesterday’s fall. The jumps of Akito Watabe, Fabian Riessle and Johannes Rydzek were not up to the expectations, whereas the German “emperor” Eric Frenzel had a fantastic jump that gave him the second place. Austrian Mario Seidl claimed a surprising jumping win, with 133.1 points and a 26-second advantage on Frenzel.
At the start at the cross country arena of Lago di Tesero Eric Frenzel, who had already four individual wins in the season and looking forward to the fifth, had 26 seconds to make up on the track and close the gap to Mario Seidl: not much considering that Norwegian Magnus Moan was able to claim the third place starting from the 23rd position with 1 minute and 43 seconds to catch up.
Eric Frenzel had only one goal: close the gap to Seidl as soon as possible and after 1 km he had already halved it, followed by a group of nine pursuers. At the end of the first lap (2.5 km), Frenzel had only five seconds to catch up. The group of pursuers, now including ten athletes, continued together for most of the race. After 10 minutes, Frenzel closed the gap to Seidl and continued alone to the finish line, while the fight for the remaining podium positions raged in full force behind him. Moan, Krog, Rydzek, Costa, Andersen, Herola, Watabe and Graabak made the result uncertain till the end. Eric Frenzel enjoyed triumphantly his “victory lap” cheered by local spectators, while Rydzek claimed the second place with a 24.2 gap. Heroic Moan came third after a difficult season start, followed by teammate Andersen. Krog and Herola decided ranks five and six in a finish line sprint while local hero Samuel Costa collected another great result on rank seven.
Tomorrow there will be the Team Sprint with ski jumping at 10.00 a.m. and cross country skiing at 1.30 p.m. 
The weekend will begin with free cappuccino and croissants offered by the Nordic Ski Fiemme organizing committee from 9.00 a.m. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 

Individual Gundersen 10.0 km

1 FRENZEL Eric GER 29:19.4; 2 RYDZEK Johannes GER +24.2; 3 MOAN Magnus H. NOR +25.9; 4 ANDERSEN Espen NOR +26.7; 5 KROG Magnus NOR +27.1; 6 HEROLA Ilkka FIN +27.1; 7 COSTA Samuel ITA +30.3; 8 WATABE Akito JPN +32.7; 9 GRAABAK Joergen NOR  +39.9; 10 KIRCHEISEN Bjoern GER +42.3


